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Jewelry Designed by Nina Kersten & Nora Farnsworth

Love Knot Necklace
Materials needed:
Available at SonoranBeads.com:
 1- Pkg SilverSilk Capture-Solid Gold #2469
 2- Pr SilverSilk Capture End Caps-gold plate
#2477
 2-Small hearts item# 21252
 1-Brass Ribbon Clasp #1665
From your stash
 4-Goldtone 6mm jumprings
 2-Goldtone 2”-3” headpins
Tools needed:
 Nylon covered chain nose pliers
 Flush cut wire cutters

Sonoran Beads
Step-by-step instructions:
1. With your wire cutters cut the capture into two pieces, one 28” and one 8”.
2. Slide one end of one of the lengths of capture into one of the end caps and gently close the
end cap with your chain nose pliers, being careful not to mar the end cap. Repeat the process
on the other end of your capture and on each end of the other length.
3. Using two of the 6mm jumprings attach the clasp to the end caps on the longer length of
capture.
4. On each headpin string a crystal, a heart and a crystal. Make a wire wrapped loop with the
headpin to form a pendant.
5. Using the other two 6mm jumprings attach a small heart pendant to each end of the smaller
length of capture.
6. To form the love knot lay the longer piece of capture on you work surface folded in half. Lay
the shorter piece across it at the folded end (fig 1.) and bring each end under the side and
over the folded end of the longer piece (fig.2 & 3). Pull the ends of the shorter piece to
loosely snug up the knot (fig. 4).
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There you have it, a lovely, fast and easy necklace that you will love to wear or give as a gift.
Make several of the smaller pieces with different dangles and easily change the look to match your
ensemble!
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